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Tents for any occasion

Hexagon

It is waterproof

It is all-aluminium

It is well anchored

Tent cladding is made of
100% polyester fabric with
one-sided PVC coating and
UV stabilization.
Weight of cladding is 300g/m2.

Ideal mechanically resistant
tent has all-aluminium construction without plastic joints. Our structures also have
Elox finishing, which prevents
rusting and spotting.

Our tents have metal feet
with holes for fixing with
anchor pins. In addition, we
also offer extra accessories
for attachment of the tent.

All our tents meet strict European standards for party tents.
Standards do not exist for small tents, yet we guarantee their safety. Technical design and
robust construction of Hexagon tents ensure that our tents serve for many years.

They have a strong structure, they are stable and safe.
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All-aluminium tents advantages

All-aluminium tents are stable and also light. Supplied with a protective transport container
on wheels for easy handling. Complicated assembly is not required when folding the tent, so
it is easy to build even by two people.

You will build the tent in less than one minute
Hexagon tents can be very easily and quickly build by two people:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Remove the tent from the bag
Legs apart
Place the tent into the basic position
Raise the tent at the desired height

1.

2.

3.
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4.

Big Hexagon Extreme

Big Hexagon Extreme is all-aluminium construction
of the highest order with hexagonal cross-section
legs. The massive iron foot of the tent with large
holes for anchoring studs provides the best option
for anchoring, which is on the market.
Extreme possibility of anchoring together with the
absence of plastic structural connecting pieces
ensures that our tent BHE serves in such weather
conditions where competing tents are already
collapsing.
Therefore, invest in quality!
Colour options:

Profile of legs
50 × 1,8 mm
The size
of the tent

All spare
parts
in stock

Ceiling profile
35 × 18 × 1,8 mm

3×3m

3×6m

3 × 4,5 m

4×4m

Weight of the tent

39 kg

70 kg

53 kg

51 kg

The size of the
folded tent

160 × 34 × 36 cm

160 × 59 × 36 cm

160 × 45 × 36 cm

210 × 34 × 36 cm

The size
of the tent

4×6m

4×8m

3×3×3m

5×5m

Weight of the tent

66 kg

81 kg

72 kg

98 kg

The size of the
folded tent

210 × 45 × 36 cm

210 × 59 × 36 cm

166 × 47 × 45 cm

165 × 48 × 45 cm

Wire
model

Wire
model
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Small Hexagon
Structures of Small Hexagon represent an economical
variation of structures of the highest order BHE. Even
these structures have a hexagonal shape of the leg, but
unlike BHE, they have rubber joints. However, these are
more flexible compared to plastic joints, which increases
their lifespan. Structures of Small Hexagon are also lighter and are excellent in situations when handling and
installing is executed especially by women. Cladding is
exactly the same as the tents of BHE.

The difference from BHE:
• the diameter of the leg is 10 mm less
• ceiling profiles and the strength of the aluminium
wall of the structure is also slightly smaller
• it has a rubber joint against aluminium
Colour options:

Profile legs
50 × 1,8 mm
The size of the tent

Ceiling profile
35 × 18 × 1,8 mm

re
All spa
s
t
par
k
in stoc

2×2m

2×3m

2×4m

Weight of the tent

24 kg

36 kg

40 kg

The size
of the folded tent

160 × 28 × 28 mm

160 × 37 × 28 mm

164 × 47 × 28 mm

Rozměr stanu

3×3m

3×6m

3 × 4,5 m

Weight of the tent

26 kg

46 kg

38 kg

The size
of the folded tent

160 × 28 × 28 mm

160 × 47 × 28 mm

160 × 37 × 28 mm

Wire
model

Wire
model
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Accessories

Protective transport
container on wheels

Sand loads

Iron load 15 kg

Anchoring Kit
for soft surface

Mosquito nets

Window

Door

Eaves

Small table

Half wall on a table

The entire wall

Floorboards
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Printing
We offer two types of printing. Digital sublimation, which is the most advanced printing
technology. The results are eye-catching and the printing has a durability of 5 - 7 years.
Another method is screen printing, which is more suitable for smaller monochromatic
themes.
Quality graphic design always has a positive impact on the overall appearance of the tent.
We offer you a complete graphic design from layout to printing. In case you want to use
your own graphic designer, we will send you patterns for more precise creating of a design.

Samples of implemented tents:
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Tents in action
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Jana Tichá, Czech catering, satisfied customer – sale
"Professional folding all-aluminium tents of Big Hexagon Extreme series are purchased from partystan.cz Ltd. after years of our usage of conventional technologies,
which are available in the local hobby shops. These, however, served only till the first
stronger gust of wind or our first error during installation / uninstallation. Professional BHE tents series is so powerful that I need not fear whether my tent will stand at
the event in windy weather. Installation and uninstallation can be performed even by
inexperienced temporary workers.
Metal joints and the strength of aluminium profiles keep my investment alive because there is nothing to break, nothing to bend. I have not had to solve any complaints
for two seasons of their usage. When I calculate how much money and time I spent
on permanent repairs and complaints about previously used low quality tents, I can
only confirm the old Czech saying: "cheap poor thing - is twice as expensive."

"I very much appreciate the quality of party tents and other technologies provided
by partystan.cz Ltd. For our corporate events, we always get a party tent, which
is almost indistinguishable from a new one. We have found a reliable partner in
partystan.cz Ltd. This company assures us that we will not have to be ashamed in
front of our customers of the level of technical support of our actions."
Tomáš Čejpa, Esab Vamberk, satisfied customer – lease
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